PERFECT STORM

MOBILE MOMENTS
ABOUT MOBILE MOMENTS

Do you have loved ones unable to attend your wedding in
person, but want to celebrate and support from afar? The
Perfect Storm Mobile Moments virtual wedding kit allows
them to be a part of your wedding day no matter where they
are in the world. Virtual guests receive a carefully curated
package to bring the experience to them, plus the digital
infrastructure to get them “there” from start to finish.
All your guests need is an internet connection to be able to
attend virtually - Perfect Storm Mobile Moments will guide
them through the rest so they won't have to miss a moment!

WHAT IS INCLUDED?

Each themed kit is thoughtfully designed for
two guests, and includes a personalized
welcome letter and event timeline, custom
how-to video, coordinating decor, candles,
place cards, virtual photo booth, props and
backdrop, favors, cake pops, guestbook
memento, signature local beverage, and
personal touches unique to your wedding.

THEME OPTIONS
Pacific Northwest
Rustic Elegance
Vineyard Vibe
Boho Sunset
Glitzy Glam
More themes coming soon!
Custom ideas are welcome!

MOBILE MOMENTS
HOW IT WORKS

Perfect Storm Mobile Moments handles 100% of
the logistics, technology, and coordination for your
virtual guest experience. Whether just a few guests
participate, or your entire guest list, we create an
experience that enables guests to feel connected
to every moment of your wedding day.
Once we have settled on the theme and any addins, Perfect Storm Mobile Moments creates a
custom instructional letter and how-to video that
shows your guests how to participate, decorate,
and most importantly, have fun. We build a
custom virtual timeline for key moments, and
even create custom recipe cards to help them
enjoy the same meal as you. We package and ship
everything to arrive in advance of your wedding
and provide support whenever needed. On the
wedding day, virtual guests will be able to enjoy
every moment from the vows to toasting and
dancing, and even interact with other guests at
their virtual dining table. Plus, you'll be able to pop
by and visit during the reception! Afterward, you'll
have access to all the virtual photo booth images
and guest interactions at their "tables". It is the
next best thing to having your loved ones there in
person, and allows you to share in all the moments!

PRICING

Virtual Coordination Fee - $500
Virtual Wedding Kit - $105 for two guests,
no minimum order required
Extra Guest Add On - $20 each
Many upgrade options available, such as
champagne toast, wine, wish lanterns and more!

**Sales tax and shipping costs are additional

425.956.3313
events@perfectstormmoments.com | www.perfectstormmoments.com

